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In this paper, a decentralized fault tolerant control (DFTC) scheme is proposed for a class of large-scale
nonlinear systems based on self-tuned local feedback gain against partial loss of actuator eﬀectiveness (PLOAE).
Consider a large-scale nonlinear system as a set of interconnected subsystems, a decentralized control method is
proposed by employing two radial basis function neural networks (RBFNNs) for the fault-free system. Then, the
unknown system is identiﬁed using RBFNNs. By establishing a decentralized observer, the derived self-tuned
local feedback gain is placed before the proposed decentralized controller to guarantee control performance for
the subsystem suﬀering from PLOAE fault. Finally, simulation examples are provided to demonstrate the
eﬀectiveness of the present DFTC scheme. The main contributions of this paper are: i) The unknown large-scale
nonlinear system can be identiﬁed using locally measured states, so the actuator fault can be handled in its local
subsystem. It implies that the performance degradation of the faulty subsystem cannot aﬀect the fault-free
subsystems. ii) The estimated eﬀectiveness factor is placed before the proposed decentralized scheme. The fault
tolerant control structure is simple since it does not need to be redesigned in the case of PLOAE.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, systems such as power systems, computer and telecommunications networks, economic systems, traﬃc systems and
multi-agent systems are becoming more and more complex. Some
advanced control techniques, such as neural networks [1], fuzzy logic
control [2], composite learning control [3], dynamic surface control
[4], adaptive control [5], were employed to design controllers for
variety of systems. Control of large-scale systems, which are often
considered as a set of interconnected subsystems, has received
considerable attention. In order to deal with the diﬃculties of
dimensionality, information constraints and structure uncertainties,
it is eﬃcient and eﬀective to design decentralized control laws only
depending on local measurable states to achieve an objective for the
whole large-scale system. For instance, Harno et al. [6] constructed a
decentralized nonlinear robust H∞ controller for large-scale nonlinear
uncertain systems, it can exploit known nonlinearities and interconnections between subsystems without treating them as uncertainties.
Zhou et al. [7] developed a fuzzy decentralized control for a class of
large-scale networked dynamic systems with network-induced timedelays, missing measurements and external disturbances, and obtained
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H∞ performance for the closed-loop system. Liu et al. [8] developed a
novel decentralized control strategy to stabilize a class of continuoustime large-scale systems using online learning optimal approach. Then,
they extended this strategy to unknown dynamic systems by introducing an integral policy iteration algorithm [9]. Chen et al. [10] proposed
an adaptive backstepping neural network (NN) control approach for a
class of large-scale nonlinear output-feedback systems with unknown
and mismatched interconnections. Wang et al. [11] studied the
problem of robust adaptive control for a class of stochastic large-scale
nonlinear systems with output dynamic interactions. For unmodelled
dynamic systems, Xia et al. [12] developed an adaptive output feedback
dynamic surface control by using neural networks, while the coupling
terms lumped together with unknown continuous functions were
approximated as a whole. Flores-Resendiz et al. [13] considered the
interconnection functions to be concave or convex with respect to their
parameters, and proposed an adaptive control scheme for coupled
Lagrangian systems. Yoo et al. [14] presented a decentralized adaptive
output-feedback control of large-scale pure-feedback nonlinear systems with unknown time-varying delayed interconnections, and the
interaction terms were bounded by unknown nonlinear bounded
functions.
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space vehicles [41], ﬂight control [42] and reconﬁgurable manipulators
[43].
In this paper, we consider the actuators in the subsystems of largescale nonlinear systems suﬀering from PLOAE fault, and propose a
self-tuned local feedback gain based DFTC scheme. For the fault-free
system, a decentralized neural network control scheme is proposed.
Then, the unknown dynamic model is identiﬁed by RBFNNs, and the
identiﬁed dynamic model and a decentralized observer are employed to
estimate the eﬀectiveness factor of the faulty actuator. By adding the
estimated eﬀectiveness factor before the proposed decentralized control, acceptable control performance can be achieved by the self-tuned
local feedback gain based DFTC. Finally, simulation examples are given
to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed DFTC. The main
advantages of the DFTC are as follows. i) Actuator faults can be
estimated and handled in their local subsystems independently. It
implies that the performance degradation by the faulty subsystems
cannot aﬀect the fault-free subsystems. ii) The estimated eﬀectiveness
factor is added before the proposed decentralized control for fault-free
state. So, it is not required to redesign the FTC even the system
suﬀering from this kind of faults.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
present the problem formulation. In Section 3, the decentralized
control scheme is proposed for the fault-free system, and the unknown
system is identiﬁed by RBFNNs using locally measured states.
Hereafter, the eﬀectiveness factor is estimated via decentralized
observer in real-time, and the self-tuned local feedback gain based
DFTC is given. In Section 4, two examples are provided to demonstrate
the eﬀectiveness of the proposed scheme. In Section 5, the conclusion
is drawn.

Although industrial systems are usually designed to perform
optimally, performance degradation occurs inevitably. Higher system
control performance requirements of increasingly complex systems will
increase the possibility of system failures on actuators, sensors or other
components. To improve safety, reliability and survivability, fault
handling is necessary to redesign controllers to recover the systems
to optimal performance as much as possible. To this end, fault tolerant
control (FTC) has become an attractive topic and a challenging task.
Some excellent survey papers on FTC [15,16] classiﬁed available FTC
schemes into two types, namely passive and active FTC. The passive
FTC (PFTC) approach is designed by taking the expected faults into
account, and it can avoid time-delay on fault diagnosis and controller
reconﬁguration. It is important for faulty system with very short safety
time window in practice. The PFTC schemes have been proposed
mainly based on linear matrix inequality (LMI) technique [17,18],
quantitative feedback theory (QFT) method [19], as well as H∞ and
nonlinear regulation [20]. Fu et al. [21] and Jin et al. [22] addressed
FTC problems of uncertain switched nonlinear systems against PLOAE
faults. The designed controllers were completely independent from the
fault modes and switching policies under certain conditions. Mirkin
et al. [23] developed a new controller parametrization which attempted
to anticipate the future states and failures. Benosman et al. [24] studied
a PFTC based on the framework of absolute stability theory, and four
controllers were proposed for certain LTI plants, uncertain LTI plants,
LTI models with input saturations and nonlinear aﬃne single-input
plants, respectively. Ning et al. [25] presented an approximation based
adaptive decentralized control with backstepping design and fuzzy logic
systems. Cheng et al. [26] considered the leader-follower tracking
control problem for linear interconnected systems with undirected
topology and linear dynamic coupling. Until now, the PFTC schemes
have been applied to systems such as spacecrafts [27], multi-machine
power systems [28], near-space hypersonic vehicles [29], and electric
vehicles [30]. In contrast to PFTC, the active FTC (AFTC) approach can
react to the fault by relying on the fault detection and diagnosis (FDD)
mechanism which can give information about faults. This information
is then used to reconﬁgure the controller to maintain stability and
optimal control performance. For example, Jia et al. [31] investigated
robust fault reconstruction via learning observers for polytopic linear
parameter-varying systems suﬀering from PLOAE. Yu et al. [32]
developed a hybrid FTC that combined the merits of PFTC and AFTC
to accommodate PLOAE faults. It could slow down the rate of fault
induced system deterioration and the FDD could obtain accurate fault
information to reconﬁgure an optimal controller. Tong et al. [33]
investigated an adaptive fuzzy DFTC by combining backstepping
technique and nonlinear FTC theory for a class of large-scale nonlinear
systems in strict-feedback form. Li et al. [34] designed an observerbased dynamic output feedback fault tolerant controller via backstepping technique and automatic compensation. Then, they proposed
an adaptive fuzzy FTC scheme by using projection modiﬁcation
algorithm and σ-modiﬁcation based adaptation law [2].
Tabatabaeipour et al. [35] proposed a new FTC method for linear
parameter varying (LPV) systems by inserting a reconﬁguration block
between the plant and the nominal controller. The reconﬁguration
block is realized by LPV virtual actuator and virtual sensor. Han et al.
[36] addressed the problems of fault estimation and FTC for fuzzy
systems in the presence of sensor and actuator fault simultaneously by
designing disturbance observer and fault estimation observer, and
proposed a fuzzy dynamic output feedback FTC. Xu et al. [37]
investigated an adaptive backstepping controller for strict-feedback
systems with actuator failures by using command ﬁlter technique.
Huang et al. [38] designed a fault diagnosis and accommodation
control scheme. The multiple fault observers were designed to detect
and isolate the fault. Once the fault was diagnosed, the adequate fault
accommodation control was triggered to compensate the eﬀects of
faults. The AFTC schemes were applied to many systems, such as
satellite attitude synchronization [39], ﬂexible spacecrafts [40], near-

2. Problem formulation
In this paper, we focus on a class of high-order large-scale nonlinear
systems composed of n interconnected subsystems. To simplify the
analysis, we initially focus on the case of second-order subsystem
described by

xi̇ 1(t ) = xi2(t ), xi̇ 2(t ) = fi (xi(t )) + gi(xi(t ))ui(xi(t )) + hi(x (t )), yi (t ) = xi(t ),
(1)
where i = 1, 2, …, n , xi(t ) = [xi1, xi2]T ∈ 2 and ui(xi(t )) ∈  are state
and control vectors of the ith subsystem, respectively. In system (1),
T
x = [x1T x 2T … xnT] ∈ 2n denotes the overall state. x1, x2 , …, xn and
u1(x1), u2(x2 ), …, un(xn ) are so-called local states and local controls,
respectively. It is worth to point out that fi (xi ), gi(xi ) and hi(x ) are
nonlinear internal dynamics, input gain matrix and interconnected
term, respectively.
Consider system (1) with PLOAE fault described by

xi̇ 1(t ) = xi2(t ), xi̇ 2(t ) = fi (xi(t )) + gi(xi(t ))ui(xi(t )) + hi(x (t )), yi (t ) = xi(t ),
(2)
where ui(xi(t )) = ρi (t )ui(xi(t )), 0 < ρi (t ) ≤ 1 denotes the eﬀectiveness
factor indicator of the actuator in the ith subsystem.
Remark 1. In the case of ρi (t ) = 1, it implies that the actuator of the
ith subsystem is healthy. On the other hand, 0 < ρi (t ) < 1 corresponds
to the case in which the actuator in the ith subsystem partially loses its
actuating power, the control performance will be degraded according to
the eﬃciency of the actuator, but still works all the time. For the singleinput-multiple-output system (2), the system cannot work when the
actuator is completely damaged, so the case of ρi (t ) = 0 is not
considered in this paper.
Assumption 1. The functions fi (·) and gi(·) are diﬀerentiable in their
arguments with fi (0) = 0 , where i = 1, 2, …, n .
Assumption 2. The desired state xid, the time derivative ẋid and the
second-order time derivative ẍid of the ith subsystem are norm148
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bounded.
The main objective of this paper is to ﬁnd the DFTC
u1(x1), u2(x2 ), …, un(xn ) with the help of the identiﬁed actuator eﬀectiveness factor to make the output of the subsystem (1) follows the desired
trajectory even though it suﬀers from PLOAE fault. Furthermore, the
control performance of the entire large-scale nonlinear system is
guaranteed to be acceptable under this fault scenario.

liḟ = Γif siσif (xi , W
lif ),
W

(11)

liġ = Γigsiσig(xi , W
lig )ui ,
W

(12)

δli̇ = Γiδ si Si,

(13)

ξli ̇ = Γiξ si ,

(14)

where Γif, Γig, Γiδ and Γiξ are positive constants.

3. Self-tuned local feedback gain based DFTC

Theorem 1. For system (1), consider Assumptions 1–5, the
decentralized control law (10) with the adaptive updated laws (11)–
(14) can guarantee that the tracking errors of the closed-loop system
converge to zero asymptotically.
∼
∼
Proof. Deﬁne δi = δi − δli and ξi = ξi − ξli , and select the Lyapunov
function candidate as

3.1. Decentralized control design for fault-free system
Deﬁne the ﬁrst-order tracking error as
(3)

ei1 = xi1 − xi1d ,
where xi1d is the desired ﬁrst-order state of the ith subsystem.
A ﬁrst order ﬁlter is introduced as

Vi =

(4)

si = λiei1 + ei̇ 1,

1 T
1 T
1 T
1 ∼T ∼
1 ∼T
∼
si si + W͠ if Γif−1W͠ if + W͠ ig Γig−1W͠ ig + δi Γiδ−1δi + ξi Γiξ−1ξi.
2
2
2
2
2

where λi > 0 is a known constant.

Taking its time derivative and noticing (5), we have

Assumption 3. The interconnection term hi(x ) is norm-bounded as

T
liḟ − W͠ igTΓig−1W
liġ − δ∼iTΓiδ−1δli̇ − ξ∼iTΓiξ−1ξli ̇
Vi̇ = siTsi̇ − W͠ if Γif−1W

n

h i (x ) ≤

T
liḟ − W͠ igTΓig−1W
liġ − δ∼iTΓiδ−1δli̇ − ξ∼iTΓiξ−1ξli ̇.
= siT(λiei̇ 1 + fi + giui + hi − q¨id ) − W͠ if Γif−1W

∑ dijSj,

(16)

j =1

Substituting (10) into (16), one can obtain

2

where dij ≥ 0 and Sj = 1 + sj + sj [44].
For system (1), diﬀerentiating (4) and using (3), one has

si̇ = λiei̇ 1 + e¨i1

(15)

= λiei̇ 1 + fi (xi ) + gi(xi )ui + hi(x ) − x¨i1d ,

Vi̇ = siT( − kisi + fi − l
fi + (gi − gli )ui + hi − δlisgn(si )Si − ξli sgn(si ))
T
liḟ − W͠ igTΓig−1W
liġ − δ∼iTΓiδ−1δli̇ − ξ∼iTΓiξ−1ξli ̇
− W͠ if Γif−1W

(5)

where the nonlinear terms fi (xi ) and gi(xi ) are approximated by
employing two ideal RBFNNs as

fi (xi , Wif ) = WifTσif (xi ) + εif , εif ≤ εi1,

(6)

gi(xi , Wig ) = WigTσig(xi ) + εig , εig ≤ εi2,

(7)

T
T
= siT( − kisi + W͠ if σif + W͠ ig σigui + ωi + hi − δlisgn(si )Si − ξli sgn(si ))
T
liḟ − W͠ igTΓig−1W
liġ − δ∼iTΓiδ−1δli̇ − ξ∼iTΓiξ−1ξli ̇.
− W͠ if Γif−1W

According to Assumptions 3 and 4, and using (11)–(13), we have
n

∼T
Vi̇ ≤ − kisi2 + siT ∑ dijSj − δli si Si − δi Γiδ−1δli̇ .

where Wif and Wig are ideal weight vectors from the hidden layer to
the output layer, σif and σig are basis function vectors, εif and εig are
approximation errors, εi1 and εi2 are unknown positive constants,
respectively.
lig be the estimations of Wif and Wig, we have
lif and W
Let W

j =1

Then,
n

V̇ =

l
lif ) = W
lifTσif (xi ), gli(xi , W
lig ) = W
ligTσig(xi ).
fi (xi , W

=

lig be the weight estimation errors,
lif and W͠ ig = Wig − W
Let W͠ if = Wif − W
we have

∑ Vi̇
i =1
n

n

i =1

j =1

∑ ( − kisi2 + siT ∑ dijSj − δli si Si − δ∼iTΓiδ−1δli̇ )

n
⎛
∼T
≤ ∑ ⎜⎜ −kisi2 − δi Γiδ−1δli̇ + max{dij} ∑ si
ij
i =1 ⎝
i =1
n

lif ) = W͠ ifTσif (xi ) + εif ,
fi (xi , Wif ) − l
fi (xi , W
lig ) = W͠ igTσig(xi ) + εig.
gi(xi , Wig ) − gli(xi , W

n

⎞

j =1

⎠

∑ Sj − δli si Si⎟⎟.

Noticing si ≤ sj ⇔ Si ≤ Sj , and using Chebyshev inequality, we have

Deﬁne the overall estimation error as

n

ωi = εif + εigui ,

∑

(8)

n

si

i =1

Assumption 4. The overall estimation error ωi is norm-bounded as

j =1

si Si.

i =1

Thus, we have

(9)

ωi ≤ ξi,

n

∑ Sj ≤ n ∑

n

V̇ ≤

where ξi > 0 is an unknown constant.

i =1

fi (xi ) and gli(xi )
Remark 2. Since εif and εig should be very small when l
approximate fi (xi ) and gi(xi ) well, along with the control command ui
bounded in any practical systems, it is feasible to assume ωi in (8) is
norm-bounded as (9).

n

∼T −1l̇
Γiδ δi ) + n max{dij} ∑ si Si.

∑ ( − kisi2 − δli si Si − δi

ij

i =1

Let δi = n maxij{dij}, so we have
n

V̇ ≤

∼T

∑ ( − kisi2 + δi

∼T
si Si − δi Γiδ−1δli̇ ).

i =1

(17)

Substituting (14) into (17), we have

Assumption 5. The nonlinear term gi(xi , Wig ) is invertible.
The decentralized controller can be designed as

n

V̇ ≤

lif ) + δlisgn(si )Si − x¨i1d + λiei̇ 1 + ξli sgn(si ))/gli(xi , W
lig ),
ui = − (kisi + l
fi (xi , W

∑ ( − kisi2) ≤ 0.
i =1

(10)

So, we can know V (t ) ≤ V (0), which implies si is bounded. Integrating
n
∑i =1 kisi2 with respect to time, we have

lig , δli and ξli are updated by
lif , W
where ki > 0 is a known constant, W
149
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t n

∫0 ∑ kisi2dt ≤ − ∫0

t

T −1 l̇
T −1 l̇
−1∼ l̇
Viȯ = ei1oei̇ 1o + ei2oei̇ 2o − W͠ ifoΓifo
Wifo − W͠ igoΓigo
Wifo − Γiδo
δioδio
T
l̇ − W͠ T Γ −1W
l̇ − Γ −1δ∼ δl̇
= e (e − l e ) − W͠ Γ −1W

̇ = V (0) − V (t ).
Vdt

i =1

i1o

Because V (0) is bounded, and V(t) is bounded from below and is nonincreasing with time, the following result is obtained:

lim

∫0 ∑ kisi2dt < ∞.

i 2o

It implies that si ∈ L 2 . From (5), si̇ is bounded for all time, according to
Barbalat's Lemma, it is concluded that limt →∞si(t ) = 0 , so the state
tracking error ei will also converge to zero asymptotically. This
completes the proof.□

ifo

igo igo ifo

iδo io io

i

io

i 2o

i

ifo ifo

ifo

igo igo ifo

iδo io io

(25)

Substituting (21) and (22) into (25), we have

⎛

⎛

i =1 ⎝ 2

⎝

n

Vȯ ≤

∑ ⎜− 1 (ei1o − ei2o)2 + ⎜li1 −

⎛
1⎞ 2
1⎞
⎟ei1o − ⎜li2 − ⎟ei22o + ei2o ξio
⎝
2⎠
2⎠

⎛ n
⎞⎞
−1∼ l ̇
δioδio+ei2o⎜⎜∑ dijoEi − δliosgn(ei2o )Ei⎟⎟⎟
− Γiδo
⎟
⎝ j =1
⎠⎠

3.2. Neural network based system identiﬁer
In Section 3.1, the decentralized control method is proposed for the
fault-free subsystem (1). In this part, in order to simply identify the
eﬀectiveness factor of the faulty actuator, an RBFNN based identiﬁer is
established to reconstruct the unknown fault-free subsystem dynamics
using the available input-output data.
Deﬁne the identiﬁcation error as

⎛

⎛

i =1 ⎝ 2

⎝

n

≤

∑ ⎜− 1 (ei1o − ei2o)2 − ⎜li1 −
n

n

i =1

i =1

⎛
1⎞ 2
1⎞
⎟ei1o − ⎜li2 − ⎟ei22o
⎝
2⎠
2⎠

−1∼ l ̇
δioδio ).
+ max{dijo} ∑ ei2o ∑ Ei−δlio ei2o Ei + ei2o ξio − Γiδo
ij

ei1o = xi1 − xli1, ei2o = xi2 − xli2.

Similarly, noticing ei2o ≤ ej 2o ⇔ Ei ≤ Ej , and using Chebyshev inequality, we have

Assumption 6. The interconnection term hi(x ) is norm-bounded as

n

n

∑

n

ei2o

i =1

∑ dijoEj,

n

∑ Ej ≤ n ∑
j =1

ei2o Ej .

i =1

Then, we obtain

j =1

2

where dijo ≥ 0 and Ej = 1 + ej 2o + ej 2o [44].
The RBFNN based system identiﬁer can be established as

xli̇ 1(t ) = xli2(t ) + li1ei1o ,
xli̇ 2(t ) = l
fio (xi(t )) + glio(xi(t ))ui(xi(t )) + δliosgn(ei2o )Ei + li2ei2o ,

Vȯ ≤

T
W͠ ifoσif (xi )

+ εifo ,

n ⎛

⎛

∑ ⎜− 1 (ei1o − ei2o)2 − ⎜li1 −

i =1 ⎝

2

⎝

⎛
1⎞ 2
1⎞
⎟e − ⎜li2 − ⎟ei22o − δlio ei2o Ei
2 ⎠ i1o ⎝
2⎠
n

−1δ∼ δl̇ ) + n max{d } ∑ e E
+ ei2o ξio − Γiδo
io io
ijo
i 2o i
ij

(18)

i =1

Also, let δio = n maxij{dijo}. We have

xli = [xi1, xi2]T
is
identiﬁed
system
state
vector,
where
T
T
l
lifo ) = W
lifo
ligo ) = W
ligo
fio (xi , W
σif (xi ) and glio(xi , W
σig(xi ) are estimations of
lifo and W
ligo are estimations of the
fi (xi , Wif ) and gi(xi , Wig ), in which W
ideal weights Wif and Wig , respectively. The estimation error can be
deﬁned as
lifo ) =
fi (xi , Wif ) − l
fio (xi , W

ifo ifo

T
T
Viȯ ≤ − li1ei21o − li2ei22o + ei1oei2o + ei2oW͠ ifoσif (xi ) + ei2oξi + ei2o(W͠ igoσig(xi ) + εig )ui
T
T
̇
̇
−1
−1
−1
l − W͠ Γ W
l − Γ δ∼ δl̇ .
+ e (h − δl sgn(e )E ) − W͠ Γ W

i =1

h i (x ) ≤

i1 i1o

Similar to Assumption 4, we can assume ωi ≤ ξio , where ξio is the
upper norm-bound of the identiﬁcation error. We have

t n

t →∞

i 2o

T
T
+ ei2o(W͠ ifoσif (xi ) + W͠ igoσig(xi )ui + εifo + εigoui + hi − li2ei2o − δliosgn(ei2o )Ei ).

⎛

⎛

i =1 ⎝ 2

⎝

n

Vȯ ≤

∑ ⎜− 1 (ei1o − ei2o)2 − ⎜li1 −

1⎞ 2
⎟ei1o
2⎠

⎛
1⎞
∼
−1∼ l ̇
δioδio ).
− ⎜li2 − ⎟ei22o + δio ei2o Ei+ ei2o ξio − Γiδo
⎝
2⎠

(26)

Substituting (23) into (26), we have

(19)

⎞
⎛ 1
⎛
⎛
1⎞
1⎞
(ei1o − ei2o )2 − ⎜li1 − ⎟ei21o −⎜li2 − ⎟ei22o + ei2o ξio⎟ .
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝
2
2
2
⎠
i =1 ⎝
n

T
ligo ) = W͠ igo
gi(xi , Wig ) − glio(xi , W
σig(xi ) + εigo ,

Vȯ ≤

(20)

lifo and W͠ igo = Wig − W
ligo are estimation errors of the
where W͠ ifo = Wif − W
weights. The gains li1 and li2 are positive constants, the term
lifo , W
ligo
δlisgn(ei2o )Ei is used to compensate the interconnection, and W
and δlio are updated adaptively by
̇ = Γ e σ (x ),
lifo
W
ifo i 2o if i

(21)

̇ = Γ e σ (x )u ,
ligo
W
igo i 2o ig i i

(22)

δliȯ = Γiδo ei2o Ei,

(23)

Hence, Vȯ < 0 as long as the following conditions hold

⎧l > 1 ,
⎪ i1 2
⎪l > 1 ,
⎨ i2 2
⎪
ξio
⎪ ei2o > l − 1 .
i1
⎩
2
According to Lyapunov's direct method, the identiﬁcation error of the
unknown system can be guaranteed to be UUB. This completes the
proof.

where Γifo, Γigo and Γiδo are positive constants.

Remark 3. From (6) and (19), (7) and (20), we can see diﬀerent
RBFNNs are employed to approximate the unknown nonlinear systems
fi (xi ) and gi(xi ), respectively. Although the structures of RBFNNs are
similar, they play diﬀerent roles, i.e., (6) and (7) are used to design the
decentralized controller for fault free systems, while (19) and (20) are
used to construct an identiﬁer to obtain the internal dynamics of the
system.

Theorem 2. Consider system (1) with Assumptions 2, 4 and 6, the
subsystem identiﬁer (18) with the adaptive laws (21)–(23) guarantees
the identiﬁcation error to be uniformly ultimately bounded (UUB).
Proof. Choose Lyapunov function candidate as

Vio =

1 2
1
1 T −1 ͠
1 T −1 ͠
1 −1∼2
ei1o + ei22o + W͠ ifoΓifo
Wifo + W͠ igoΓigo
Wifo + Γiδo
δio,
2
2
2
2
2

∑ ⎜−

(24)
3.3. The estimation of the eﬀectiveness factor of the faulty actuator

∼
where δio = δio − δlio , δio will be deﬁned later, and δlio is its estimation.
The time derivative of (24) is

In Section 3.2, the unknown large-scale nonlinear system is
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3.4. Self-tuned local feedback gain based DFTC

identiﬁed based on an RBFNN identiﬁer. Through observing system
(2), if we can estimate the eﬀectiveness factor ρi in real time, and then
place it before the proposed decentralized control scheme in Section
3.1, the DFTC can be achieved. In this part, for convenience of
estimating the eﬀectiveness factor of the faulty actuator by an observer,
we use the identiﬁed dynamics to instead of the original dynamics,
since the inputs of the original system, the identiﬁed system and the
observer are the same.
According to (18), the identiﬁed system with PLOAE fault can be
described as

By adopting the estimated eﬀectiveness factor (29) and the
proposed decentralized control law (10), we design the self-tuned local
feedback gain based DFTC as

ui = ρli−1ui .

Theorem 4. For system (2) which suﬀers from PLOAE fault, consider
Theorems 1–3, the self-tuned local feedback gain based DFTC (33) can
guarantee the state tracking error to be UUB.

xli̇ 1f (t ) = xli2f (t ) + li1ei1o , xli̇ 2f (t ) = l
fio (xi(t )) + glio(xi(t ))ρi ui(xi(t )) + δliosgn(ei2o )

Proof. Choose the same Lyapunov function candidate as (15), i.e.,
Vif = Vi , its time derivative is

(27)

Ei + li2ei2o .

(33)

T
liḟ − W͠ igTΓig−1W
liġ − δ∼iTΓiδ−1δli̇ − ξ∼iTΓiξ−1ξli ̇
Viḟ = siTsi̇ − W͠ if Γif−1W

Remark 4. Noticing that the neural network identiﬁer (18) and the
decentralized observer (27) are constructed independently from the
lifo and W
ligo of l
fio (xi(t ))
controller design, and the estimation weights W
and glio(xi(t )) are kept unchanged after being identiﬁed in the fault-free
case, it implies that the training of the RBFNNs is oﬄine.
Next, we estimate the eﬀectiveness factor by establishing a decentralized observer as

= siT(λiei̇ 1 + fi + giρli ρli−1ui + gi(ρi − ρli )ρli−1ui + hi − q¨id )
T
liḟ − W͠ igTΓig−1W
liġ − δ∼iTΓiδ−1δli̇ − ξ∼iTΓiξ−1ξli ̇
− W͠ if Γif−1W
T
−1
∼
= V ̇ + s g ρ ρl u
i

i

i i i

i

≤ − kisi2 + siTgiρ∼i ρli−1ui .

xli̇ 1fo(t ) = xli2fo(t ) + li1ei1o + li1f ei1f ,

Assuming that siTgiρ∼i ρli−1ui ≤ ξif , where ξif > 0 is a known constant.
Thus, we have

xli̇ 2fo(t ) = l
fio (xi(t )) + glio(xi(t ))ρli ui(xi(t )) + li2ei2o

Viḟ = − kisi2 + ξif .

+ δliosgn(ei2o )Ei + li2f ei2f ,

Therefore, Viḟ < 0 as long as si > ξif / ki . According to Lyapunov's
direct method, the state tracking error is guaranteed to be UUB. This
completes the proof.

(28)

where ei1f = xli1f − xli1fo and ei2f = xli2f − xli2fo are the observation errors,
li1f and li2f are the positive observer gains, and the estimation of the
eﬀectiveness factor ρli can be updated by

ρli̇ = Γiρei2f glio(xi )ui ,

Remark 6. In the proposed decentralized control law (10), the
fi and gli are learned by the RBFNNs via input and
nonlinear terms l
lig being converged, they are kept
lif and W
output data, after the weights W
fi and gli can be obtained with arbitrary given desired
unchanged. l
states. Thus, in the above proof, they do not need to be estimated again.

(29)

where Γiρ is a positive constant.
Remark 5. Once the actuator suﬀers from PLOAE faults, the control
input cannot drive the system suﬃciently, performance degradation is
inevitable. Since the change of eﬀectiveness factor ρi is reﬂected by the
observation error ei2f, which can be seen from (29), no matter ρi is
time-varying or time-invariant, it can be estimated during the whole
operating process. In other words, the estimated eﬀectiveness factor
“monitors” the faults in full time. So, the FTC can be achieved without
knowing the time of failure.

Remark 7. In summary, the proposed DFTC scheme can be designed
in detail according to the following four steps: Step i) A decentralized
controller is designed for the fault-free system in subSection 3.1. Step
ii) The unknown dynamic system is identiﬁed based on RBFNNs in
subSection 3.2. Step iii) The eﬀectiveness factor of the actuator is
estimated with the help of the decentralized observer for the system
suﬀers from PLOAE faults in subSection 3.3. Step iv) The self-tuned
local feedback gain is placed before the designed controller (10) in Step
i) to guarantee the system tracking errors to be UUB in subSection 3.4.

Theorem 3. For system (2), consider its identiﬁed dynamics (27) and
the observer (28), the eﬀectiveness factor of the actuator can be
estimated with the adaptive law (29), and the observation error can
converge to zero asymptotically.

4. Simulation study
In order to show the eﬀectiveness of the proposed self-tuned local
feedback gain based DFTC, two examples are given in this section.

Proof. Deﬁne the estimation error of the eﬀectiveness factor as
ρ∼i = ρi − ρli . Then, choose the Lyapunov candidate function as

Vif =

1 2
1
ei1f + ei22f + Γiρ−1ρ∼i2 .
2
2

Example 1. A hard spring connected parallel inverted pendulum
system [45] is employed to examine the control performance of the
proposed DFTC method. The modiﬁed model of the parallel inverted
pendulum system can be described by

(30)

We can easily know ρli = − ρ∼i , and the time derivative of (30) is
Viḟ = ei1f ei̇ 1f + ei2f ei̇ 2f − Γiρ−1ρ∼i ρli̇
= ei1f (ei2f − li1f ei1f ) − Γiρ−1ρ∼i ρli̇ + ei2f (glioρ∼i ui − li2f ei2f )

m1l12θ¨1 − m1gl1sinθ1 + b1θ1̇ − Fa1cos(θ1 − β ) = ρ1δ1u1,
m2l22θ¨2 − m2gl2sinθ2 + b 2θ2̇ − Fa2cos(θ2 − β ) = δ 2u2,

⎛
⎛
1
1⎞
1⎞
= − (ei1f − ei2f )2 − ⎜li1f − ⎟ei21f − ⎜li2f − ⎟ei22f + ρ∼i (ei2f glioui − Γiρ−1ρli̇ ).
⎝
⎝
2⎠
2⎠
2

where b1 and b2 are damping coeﬃcients, and
(31)

F = k{1 + A2 (lk − l 0 )2 }(lk − l 0 ),

Substituting (29) into (31), we have

⎛
⎛
1
1⎞
1⎞
Viḟ = − (ei1f − ei2f )2 − ⎜li1f − ⎟ei21f − ⎜li2f − ⎟ei22f .
⎝
⎝
2
2⎠
2⎠
1
2

(34)

A(lk − l 0 ) < 1,
⎛ a cosθ1 − a2cosθ2 ⎞
β = arctan⎜ 1
⎟,
⎝ l 0 − a1sinθ1 + a2sinθ2 ⎠

(32)

lk = {(l 0 − a1sinθ1 + a2sinθ2 )2 + (a1cosθ1 − a2cosθ2 )2}2 .

1
.
2

and li2f ≥
According to
From (32), Viḟ ≤ 0 as long as li1f ≥
Lyapunov's direct method, the observation error can converge to zero
asymptotically. This completes the proof.

In this simulation, parameters of the coupled inverted pendulums
are chosen as: δ1 = δ 2 = 1, m1 = m2 = 1 kg , l1 = l2 = 0.5 m , l 0 = 1 m ,
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1
0.9

x11
̇ = x12 , x12
̇ = ρ1δ1u1 + f1 (x1) + h1(x ), x21
̇ = x22 , x22
̇ = δ 2u2 + f2 (x2 ) + h2(x ),
f1 (x1) = 5.88sinx11 − 0.036x12 ,
f2 (x2 ) = 5.88sinx21−0.036x22 ,
where
h1(x ) = 4Fa1cos(x11 − β ), h2(x ) = 4Fa2cos(x21 − β ).
The desired trajectories are

5

10

15

20
Time(sec)

25

21

x

−2

⎧1, 0 s ≤ t < 20 s,
ρ1 = ⎨
⎩ 0.8 + 0.2cos(3t ), 20 s ≤ t ≤ 40 s.
12

x

35

40

Actual trajectory
Desired trajectory

0

5

10

15

20
Time(sec)

25

0.5

In the decentralized control law (10), the RBFNNs are chosen as 2–7–1
structure with 2 input neurons, 7 hidden neurons and 1 output neuron,
lif 0 = W
lig0 = [2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14]T . The
the initial weight vectors are W
RBFNN structures of the identiﬁer are also chosen as those in the
control
law,
but
the
initial
weight
vectors
are
l1fo0 = [ − 0.2, 0.3, − 0.6, 0.5, − 0.3, 0.4, − 0.4]T ,
W
l1go0 = [ − 0.4, 0.1, − 0.1, − 0.9, − 0.3, 0.7, 0.5]T ,
W
l2fo0 = [ − 0.7, 0.1, − 0.3, 0.6, 0.4, − 0.1, 0.3]T ,
W
l2go0 = [ − 0.3, 0.2, 0.6, − 0.2, 0.8, 0.5, − 0.4]T , the Gauss basis funcW
tion is chosen as σi = [σi1, σi2, …, σi 7]T , where

30

0

and the eﬀectiveness factor is

2

0

2

⎧ x11d = 1,
⎨
⎩ x21d = sin(t ),

⎛ − xi − cik
σik = exp⎜
2bik2
⎝

Actual trajectory
Desired trajectory

1.1

x

11

g = 9.8 m/s2 , b1 = b 2 = 0.009 , k=30, A=0.1, and the spring position
a1 = a2 = 0.1.
T
T
Let x1 = [x11, x12]T = [θ1, θ1̇ ] ∈ 2 and x2 = [x21, x22]T =[θ2, θ2̇ ] ∈ 2 ,
the modiﬁed model (34) can be expressed as
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⎠
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Fig. 1. Tracking trajectories when the system is fault-free.

where k = 1, 2, …, 7, the central value cik and the bandwidth bik are

⎡
⎤
cik = ⎢−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3⎥ ,
⎣−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3⎦

200
0

x

11

bik = 0.5.
Let the initial states of the parallel inverted pendulum, the observer
and the eﬀectiveness factor be xi0 = [1, 0]T , xio0 = [−1, 1]T and ρ10 = 1,
respectively. Let Γif = Γig = 0.002 , Γiδ = 500 , Γiξ = 400 , Γifo = 0.002 ,
Γigo = 500 , Γiρ = 2000 , λi = 5, ki=10, the identiﬁcation gains be li1 = 40
and li2 = 100 , the observer gains be li1f = 30 and li2f = 30 .
The simulation results are illustrated in Figs. 1–5. Fig. 1 illustrates
the excellent trajectory tracking performance in the fault-free case with
the proposed decentralized control law (10). Fig. 2 shows the trajectories tracking performance of the faulty system without the proposed
DFTC, we can see that the actual trajectories cannot follow the desired
ones after the fault occurs. From Fig. 3, it is clear that since the system
identiﬁcation error converges to zero, the established RBFNN identiﬁer
successfully learns the dynamics of the unknown large-scale nonlinear
system. As shown in Fig. 4, by using the adaptive law (29), the timevarying eﬀectiveness factor of the faulty actuator can be estimated in
real-time. As shown in Fig. 5, the fault tolerant control performance is
given by utilizing the proposed DFTC with the estimated eﬀectiveness
factor. We can observe that after the fault occurs at t = 20 sec , the
outputs can still follow the desired ones to an acceptable level.
Therefore, the simulation results demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed method.
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Remark 8. In Fig. 3, the oscillations in the beginning were caused by
the system internal dynamics learning process of RBFNNs. They often
appear in both theory [46] and practice [47,48]. On the other hand,
Theorem 2 proves that the identiﬁcation errors can be guaranteed to be
UUB by the proposed RBFNN based identiﬁer (18), and the simulation
results are consistent with the theoretical conclusions. Therefore, it is
feasible that some oscillations appear in the model identiﬁcation.
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Time(sec)

Fig. 2. Tracking trajectories of the faulty system without proposed DFTC.

Example 2. In order to further test the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
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Fig. 3. The identiﬁcation error.
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Fig. 5. Tracking trajectories with proposed DFTC.

Actual effectiveness factor
Estimated effectiveness factor

1.1

⎡ 0.36cos(q2 ) + 0.6066 0.18cos(q2 ) + 0.1233⎤
M (q ) = ⎢
⎥,
0.1233
⎣ 0.18cos(q2 ) + 0.1233
⎦

1

⎡ −0.36sin(q2 )q2̇
−0.18sin(q2 )q2̇ ⎤
C (q, q )̇ = ⎢
⎥,
⎣ 0.18sin(q2 )(q1̇ − q2̇ ) 0.18sin(q2 )q1̇ ⎦

0.9
0.8

⎡−5.88sin(q1 + q2 ) − 17.64sin(q1)⎤
G (q ) = ⎢
⎥.
−5.88sin(q1 + q2 )
⎦
⎣

0.7

For the development of decentralized control, each joint is considered
as a subsystem of the entire manipulator system interconnected by
coupling torque. By separating terms only depending on local variables
(qi , qi̇ , q¨i ) from those of other joint variables, each subsystem dynamical
model can be formulated in joint space as

0.6
0.5
0.4

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Mi(qi )q¨i + Ci(qi , qi̇ )qi̇ + Gi(qi ) + Z i(q , q ,̇ q¨) = ρi ui

Fig. 4. The estimation of the eﬀectiveness factor.

(36)

with the interconnection

⎧ n
⎫
⎪
⎪
Z i(q , q ,̇ q¨) = ⎨ ∑ Mij (q )q¨j + [Mii(q ) − Mi(qi )]q¨i ⎬
⎪
⎪
⎩ j =1, j ≠ i
⎭
n
⎧
⎫
⎪
⎪
+ ⎨ ∑ Cij (q , q )̇ qj̇ + [Cii(q , q )̇ − Ci(qi , qi̇ )]qi̇ ⎬
⎪
⎪
⎩ j =1, j ≠ i
⎭

DFTC, a reconﬁgurable manipulator with two degree-of-freedom
(DOF) with PLOAE is employed in our simulation. The dynamic
model of the reconﬁgurable manipulator is described as

M (q )q¨ + C (q, q )̇ q ̇ + G(q ) = ρu,

(35)

+ [Gi(q ) − Gi(qi )],
where qi , qi̇ , q¨i , Gi(q ) and ui are the ith element of the vectors
q , q ,̇ q¨, G (q ) and u, Mij (q ) and Cij (q , q )̇ are the ijth element of the
matrices M(q) and C (q , q )̇ , respectively.
Let xi = [xi1, xi2]T = [qi , qi̇ ]T . (36) can be expressed as

where q ∈ 2 is the vector of joint displacements, M (q ) ∈ 2×2 is the
inertia matrix, C (q , q )̇ ∈ 2 is the Coriolis and centripetal force,
G(q ) ∈ 2 is the gravity term, ρ = diag[ρ1, ρ2 ] ∈ 2 is the eﬀectiveness
factor matrix, and u ∈ 2 is the applied joint torque. And the system
matrices are

xi̇ 1 = xi2 , xi̇ 2 = fi (qi , qi̇ ) + gi(qi )ρi ui + hi(q, q ,̇ q¨), yi = xi ,
where xi and yi are the state and output of the ith subsystem,
respectively, and
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Fig. 7. Tracking trajectories of the faulty system without proposed DFTC.

Identification error of
Joint 1 position(rad)

Fig. 6. Tracking trajectories when the system is fault-free.

fi (qi , qi̇ ) = Mi−1(qi )[−Ci(qi , qi̇ )qi̇ − Gi(qi )], gi(qi ) = Mi−1(qi ), hi(q , q ,̇ q¨)
= − Mi−1(qi )Z i(q , q ,̇ q¨).
The desired trajectories are

Identification error of
Joint 2 position(rad)

⎡ q ⎤ ⎡ 0.5cos(t ) + 0.2sin(3t ) ⎤
qd = ⎢ q1d ⎥ = ⎢
⎥,
⎣ 2d ⎦ ⎣ 0.3cos(3t ) − 0.5sin(2t )⎦
and the eﬀectiveness factor is

⎧1, 0 s ≤ t < 4 s,
ρ1 = ⎨
⎩ 0.8, 4 s ≤ t ≤ 10 s.

(37)

Identification error of
Joint 2 velocity(rad/s)

Identification error of
Joint 1 velocity(rad/s)

The RBFNN structures, the activation function, the initial states
and the control parameters are the same as those in Example 1, the
lif 0 = W
lig0=[1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13]T , the
initial weight vectors in (10) are W
initial
weight
vectors
of
the
identiﬁer
are
l1fo0 = [ − 0.5, 0.3, − 0.9, 0.5, − 0.3, − 0.4, 0.4]T ,
W
l1go0 = [0.4, 0.9, − 0.7, − 0.9, 0.7, − 0.5, 0.8]T ,
W
l2fo0 = [ − 0.7, 0.2, − 0.5, − 0.6, 0.4, 0.1, 0.9]T ,
W
l2go0 = [ − 0.3, 0.4, 0.9, 0.2, 0.8, 0.5, − 0.2]T .
W
We apply the proposed decentralized control (10) to the reconﬁgurable manipulator system (35). Fig. 6 illustrates that the actual
trajectories follows their desired ones within 1 s with satisfactory
performance. Fig. 7 shows that the actual trajectories deviate from
the desired ones after introducing a PLOAE fault (37). Fig. 8 shows that
the unknown large-scale nonlinear system can be identiﬁed well. From
Fig. 9, we can see the eﬀectiveness factor can be estimated. Then, by
using the self-tuned local feedback gain based DFTC (33), the control
performance of the faulty system can be recovered as shown in Fig. 10.
From the simulation results, we can conclude the similar results as
Example 1. Therefore, we can declare the eﬀectiveness of the developed
scheme.
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Fig. 8. The identiﬁcation error.
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control for the fault-free system, the self-tuned local feedback gain
based DFTC is achieved. Two numerical simulations are provided to
reinforce the eﬀectiveness of the proposed scheme. Our future work
will focus on the FTC strategies for unknown nonlinear systems with
input dead-zone, stuck faults and lock-in-place faults, which also
commonly appear in practice.
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5. Conclusion
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for a class of large-scale nonlinear systems in this paper. By employing
two RBFNNs, the decentralized control method is carried out for the
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